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Lahnda or Western Pai^jabt.

Lahnda is the laugui^e of the Western Panjab. To its east it has PanjabI, spoken

Where s okcn
^^ *^® Central and Eastern Panjab, and it merges so gradu*

ally into that form of speech that it is impossible to fix any
dear divicHng line between the two. For our present purposes we may take a conven-

tional line rujining north and south through the east Central Panjab and call every-

thing to the cast of it Pafijabland everything to the west of it Lahnda ; but it must be

understood that the change from one language to the other is so gradual that many
typical Lahnda peculiarities will be found on the east of the line, and many typical

Panjabi peculiarities on the west. The further west we go the less traces we find of

PanjabI, and we may consider Lahnda to be finally established on the Bistricts of Multan
and Jhang.

The conventional line adopted for this Survey commences at the south-west corner

of the Bistrict of Montgomery, It was nearly north through Montgomery and Gujran*

wala up to the town of Ramnagar on the Chinab in the latter district, dividing each inta

two nearly equal parts. From Ramnagar it runs across the Bistrict of Gujrat up to the

south-west end of the Pabbi range of hills, close to the frontier of British India.

From this place the boundary line is more definite. It runs north-eastwards along

the Pabbi range, and at the frontier it turns east, along the foot of the lower Himalaya

to near. the river Chinab; whence it runs nearly due north to about the Pir Panjal pass

on the Kashmir frontier. Here it is met by the chain of mountains forming that fron-

tier, and the line follows this range northwards, crossing the valley of the Jehlam a little

to the east of the town of TTri. It still continues north along the south side of the

Kishanganga valley till it reaches the latitude of the northern extremity of Khagan in

the Hazara Bistrict. Here it turns round, and follows the western border of Hazara,

over nearly the whole of which Lahnda is the principal language. On reaching Attock

on the Indus, the line runs a short distance to the east of that river, following its

course till we arrive at jCalabagh, whei*e it crosses it so as to include the Isa Khel Tahsll

of Mianwali Bistrict. It thence embraces the greater part of the Berajat and touches

the Indus again at Ahmadpur. Then it turns eastwards, across the State of Bahawalpur,.

80 as to include its northern portion, and joins the southern end of the north and south

conventional line at the southern-western end of Montgomery Bistrict, from which we
started. Besides this Lahnda is spoken by Hindus in the trans-Indus Bistricts of

Peshawar, Kohat, and Bannu, in all of which the main language is PashtO. Again,

Lahnda is spoken in a more or less corrupt form by numerous immigrants over the

greater part of the Province of Sind.

The existence of Lahnda as a separate language has long been recognised under

various names such as Jatki, Multani, Hindki or HindkO^
Name of the Language. -, -^^ , -n /v-i -rj • n -i -r ^i - i

and Western Panjabi. It is called Jatki because m some

parts most of its speakers are Jatts, but the name is not applicable in places where Jatts

are not numerically preponderant. It is called Multani, but this name properly applies

only to the form of Lahnda spoken round Multan and the neighbourhood. Hindki and
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Hindko, both of which mean *the language of Tlindas/ are chiefly used in the trans*

Indus districts where Pathans speak Pashto and Hindus Lahnda. The only suitable

jreneral names are tlierefore Western Pafijabi and Lahnda. The former name explains

itself. * Lalmda ' may lie used as indicating ' the language of the West/ Just as Puwadi,

the name of one of the dialects of Pafijabl, means * the language of the East.' The name

Western Punjabi is popular and is used by eminent scholars like Sir Jaui^s Wilson and

Mr. Jukes, but it has inconveniences. In the first place it suggests that the language is a

dialect of Panjabl proper, with which it has really very slight relationship, and in the

second place it gives rise to awkward collocations of words, such as * North-Western

Western Pnnjabi ' or * Southern Western Pafijabl.' ' Lahnda ' on the other hand is

short and adaptable, as * North-Western Lahnda ' or * Southern Lahnda * are at onee

intelligible. In the present Survey I therefore give the language its formal designation

of * Lahnda or Western Panjabi ' but when writing about it shall simjdy use the shorter

and more conveniiut term • Lahnda.**

In the plains of the Panjab, Lahnda haslo its east Panjabi. Towards the north,

in the hill country its eastern neighbours are the Dogr!

houlfn^'^m^^^
*^ "***^^" Panjabi of Jammu, and the Kashmiri dialects of the upper

Ohinab valley. Still further north it has Kashmiri and in

the extreme north Shipi. on its east. Shiigta also lies opposite -its northern extremity.

Along the western border of Khagan it has the Kohistan dialects of the Indus. Lower

down, along the western border of Hazara, as far as, and including, Dera Ismail Khan,

the language on the west is Pashto, and below that, in Dera Ghazi Khan, it is Baldchi.

At Ahmadpur, where the boundary line turns to the east, it has Sindhi to its south, and

further east, in South Bahawalpur, the language is the Thai! dialect of Rajasthani.

Kashmiri, Shina and the Kohistanl are all Dardio languages, and we therefore

see that in its northern section Lahnda is surrounded by languages of the Dardic type

on three sides, east, north, and west. As regards the other languages Pafijabl with its

dialect POgri, and Ea,jasthuni belong to the central group of Indo-Aryan languages, and

are therefore distinct from Lahnda which belongs to the North-Western Group. The

connexion between Lahnda and Pafijabl %vill be dealt with later, and here it will be

sufBcient to state that Lahnda shows few points of contact with Kajasthanl. One of

these is, however, important. One of the typical characteristics of Lahnda is the forma-

tion of the future with the letter s* Thus (Multani) marsl^ he will die. There is

nothing like this in Sindhi immediately to the south, but the 8 reappears still further

south,^ in Gujaratl where w^e have mar'sh The connecting link is the Westicrn Rajas-

thani immediately to the south of Lahnda. Here, in Thali, \xe have mar^i*?, and, fur-

ther south, adjoining Gujaratl, in Marwaii, mar^si. We thus have a line of languages

w ith ^-futm-es extending, without a break from the north of Khagan, through the West-

ern Panjab, and Western Rajputana into Gujarat.

Sindhi, on the other hand, though it has no ^-future, is closely connected with

Lahnda. In fact, so nearly related are the two langu^es that a kind of half and half

language, half Lahnda and half Sindhi, is spoken over the "greater part of Sind by

* Xhe word ' Lfthndi ' literftll? means • We«t.* If we witbed to be a«:canile we nhonld say * Lah&dSdl WHI,* the ksgaa^
of the West, or eouie saok ittm% Mf. Tisdall, In his P&fijfthi Grammar, calls the language * the Lahlndft dialect,' of wV -%

pbras(> Lahudn ' mast b^ taken merelj as a conYeoleiit abbrenatioiir
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immigrants from the Western PanJab. In Southern Lahnda even tlie Sindhi pronun-

ciation is followed, and we hear the doubled consonants which are usually held to be

typical of that language. There are many analogies in the declension of nouns. Here

we may mention one, as it is of some importance, and is typical of all the north-western

languages. In Kashmiri, to take an example of a Dardic language, there are many

masculine nouns ending in u followed by a consonant, as, for instance, karufh the act

of doings This was originally kararf. In the ablative singular karmf becomes karana.

Here as there i& no final ", karana does not become karun, but remains unchanged. In

other words, Kashmiri nouns ending in a consonant preceded by w, change the uio ain

the oblique cases. Exactly the same is the case in Lahnda where karu^, the act of

doing, has its oblique form karan. In Sindhi, the old form is still preserved, and we

have kara^"", the act of doing, oblique form karaif. In the conjugation of verbs

there is also a close resemblance between Lahnda and Sindhi. Specially noteworthy is

the fact that they both have an organic passive, as in Lahnda marmm, Sindhi

marijaifi to be struck.

Pashto and Baluchi are Eranian languages, and in no way influence Lahnda, except

perhaps in one mixed dialect called Khetrani.. There remain the Dardic languages.

Lahnda shows many traces of their influence, and indeed it may almost be said that its

basis is Dardic. Here it is necessary to point out that this influence extends beyond

Lahnda into Panjabl, Thus, most Indian languages drop a t when it comes between two

vowels, while th<^ Dardic languages usually preserve it. Thus, the Sanskrit kritah

appears in Hindustani as kia^ but in Kashmiri as kif or kfiut*^ and in Lahndft and

Paftjabi as kltd. Similarly L. and P. aitdy sewn ; pita, drunk ; but H. «ia, pld. Again,

Dardic frequently uses dental letters for cerebrals and vice versa. So, in Thali Lahnda

the cerebral is continually used instead of a dental d. Dardic is fond of dropping

an r between vowels. This occasionally occurs in Lahnda, as in ddro or ddo^ from

(Dhanni). Such a loss of r is unknown in other parts of India.

In Dardic, the soft aspirated letters ffhfj% ^A, dh and bh are always disaspirated

andbecome^, j' (or J?), rf, d, and J, respectively. SeveK^l examples of this occur in

Lahnda. They are specially common in the Khetrani dialect, but they also occur else*

where. Thus, the Derawal dialect has giddd^ instead of ghiddd, taken, bukkh for

bhukkh, hunger. Another peculiarity of Dardic is that soft letters are liable to be

hardened. Thus the Sanskrit Sva-pada-^ a bear, is hd-pat^ in Kashmiri. In Lahnda

there is a common word dhiddh or dhidh meaning belly. In Hazara Lahnda it becomes

ted^ and in the Puthwari dialect of the Murree Hills, ghiddhd, taken, becomes khiddhd.

In ted the aspiration is dropped both at the beginning and end of the word, and the

resultant initial d (for c?A) is hardened to f.

A marked feature of the Dardic languages is the tendency to epenthesis. By this is

meant that the soundsof a vowel is changed by the influence of one in the next syllable.

Thus, in Kashmiri the a of fiorf*, great, under the influence of the following • becomes o

and we have ftodt*. So maP, a father, becomes mdl*", and maf, a mother, becomes mof
Exactly the same occurs in Lahnda, where :

—
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ktikkaru^ a cock^ becomes kukhur

;

pdharu, a young bull, becomes vdhur ;

kukkafK a hen, becomes kukkir ; and

vdhaf% a heifer, becomes mhir.

We haTC seen on the preceding page how this epenthesis, in the case of karu^i^ the

act of doing, effects the declension of nouns both in Kashmiri and in Lahnda.

The case of the personal pronouns is very noteworthy. All oyer the rest of India

the words for * we ' and * you ' are ham and turn or some such form. Only in Pafijabi,

Lahnda and Sindhi do we get different words, and these are closely related to Bardic

forms. This will be eyident from the following :
—

We, You.

rKashmiri
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So much do these languages resemble each other that ditlioult Kashaiiri words can be

explained by their Lahnda equivalents. Thus, there is a famous pass in Kashmir called

Ma$tutcanj\ over which there is a story of elephants going. In Kashmiri hasti means
' of an elephant * but there is no word wanj. It is not till we hear the South Lahnda

wanjiid or walina^ Sindhl toam'^'\ * to go,* that we recognize that the name means ' the

pass of the elephant.' The tradition of the passage of the elephants and ol a subsequent

disaster is preserved in Kashmir, but all memory of the meaning of the name has been

lost.

The above considerations lead us to conclusions of some importance for the linguistic

history of the North-West of India.

We know that Pafijabi belongs to the Central Group of Indo-Aryan languages-

The principal member of the Group is Western Hindi. In the section of this Survey

dealing with Bajasthani^ it was pointed out that in Rajputana and Gujarat the Aryan

languages originally spoken belonged (like Lahnda) to the Outer Circle of Indo-Aryan

languages. Over them the language of the Central Group, now represented in its

purity by Western Hindi, gradually spread in a wave which diminished in force the

further it proceeded from the place of origin. At present the whole of the country

between the Gangetic Doab and the sea-coast of Gujarat is occupied by immigrant Aryan

tribes who found there other Aryan tribes previously settled. These latter spoke a lan-

guage belonging to the Outer Circle, and were either absorbed or driven farther to the

south, or both, by the new-comers from the Doab.

We have historical records of this migration from the. Gangetic Valley into Raj-

putana, but such notices arc wanting in the case of the Panjab. It is, however, reason-

able to suppose that the same occurred in their case also, for the linguistic conditions are

exactly parallel. In the Eastern Panjab the language is an almost pure member of the

Central Group, but as we go west traces of Lahnda influence grow stronger and stronger,

till, at last, Lahnda is finally established in supersession of Fanjabi in the Districts of

Jhang and Multan. It is evident from the phonetic conditions that some language

akin to the Modern Lahnda was once spoken over the whole of the Modem Panjab, but

that, in the east, it has been superseded by a language hailing from the Gangetic

Doab, though traces of its former existence, stronger and stronger as we go westwards,

are still observable.

Although, therefore, Pafijabi belongs to the Central Group, it is, to a certain and

varying extent, a mixed language. Instances of the survival of Lahnda forms have

already been quoted, and here one other general fact may be mentioned.

It is a commonplace of the history of all Indo-Aryan languages that the various

Prakrits from which they are derived are full of words containing double consonants. As
an example%e can take the Sanskrit word bhaktah, cooked rice, which becomes bhattu^

with a double tt^ in Apabhrarfifia Prakrit. In most of the modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars

(especially in Western Hindi and Gujarati) th^e double letters are simplified by the

rejection of one of them, and -the preceding vowel is lengthened in compensation.

Thus, almost universally bhattu is represented in the modern languages by bhdL But in

» Vol. IX, Part II, p. 2ff.
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Lahnda and Panjabi this is not the case. The double letter is retained and the preceding

Towel remains short. In Sindhi and the Bardie languages and sometimes in Lahnda the

compound is, it is true, simplified, but the preceding vo\% el almost always remains short.

There is no compensatory lengthening. Thus, Sindhi has bhat*^ not bhdt*, and the

Bardic Kashmiri bata, not bdta. This absence of compensatory lengthening is a most

important distinction between the Aryan languages of the North-West, and those of

the rest of India. It separates them at once as two definitely distinct groups. In the

North-West a double letter is either preserved or is simplified without affecting the

preceding Towel. In the rest of India it is nearly' always simplified and the preceding

Towel is then always lengthened.

The following are further examples of this treatment of double letters :

—

Sanwkrit. ^
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Labnda has three main dialects, a Southern, or Standard, a North-Eastern, and a
Dialects. ^'orth-Western. Each of these has several sub-dialects*

The form of Lahnda which has been taken as the standard is thatt spoken in the

Standard Lahndi
^*^^^ ^^ *^® District of ShahpuT and illustrated in Sir James
Wilson's Grammar and Dictionafy of Western Panjdbl. It

is the typical form of the Southern dialect, which covers the whole of the Lahnda area

south of the Salt Range. It has three sub-dialects,—the Standard proper, Multani, and
Thali. The Standard proper is spoken in the Districts of Shahpur, Jhang, Lyallpur,

Montgomery, Gujranwala, and Gujrat, and has several local or tribal names, which
sometimes indicate slight variations. In Shahpur it is spoken in the Jech Doab between
the Jehlam and the Chinab. In Jhang and Lyallpur it goes by various names, accord-

ing to the i>eople who speak it. The most general name is JafM, or the language of the

Jatts. ' Paujabi* is the broken Lahnda spoken by the Pafijabi immigrants in the Canal
Colony in Lyallpur, and Jaiigali is the language of the nomad tribes now settled in that

district. The Jatki spoken on the banks of the Chinab is called Chinawari in Jhang,

and in the north of that district the dialect of the Niswana tribe is called Niswani. In
the Kachh!, or alluvial portion of Jhang District on the right bank of the Jehlam, we
have Kachhri, which is the standard merging into the Thalochhri form of ThaU spoken

further west. With the exception of Thalochhri, of which more anon, all these are

simply slightly varying forms of the standard of the Shahpur Doab.

In Montgomery, we have, as explained above on p. 2M'j, Pafijabi in the eastern and
LahndS. in the western half. The latter is the Standard, as spoken in Lyallpur, gra-

dually merging into Pafijabi. In Gujranwala the state of affairs is the same. Lahnda,
very similar to that of Lyallpur, is spoken in the western third of the district, while the

language of the eastern two-thirds is Pafijabi. The Lahnda of Gujranwala is locally

known as Bdrdl Bdll^ or the speech of the Bar or uncultivated upland.

In Gujrat, there is a similar division between Lahnda and Pafijabi. The Lahnda
of this district has various names according to locality. West of the Pabbi Ilange«

which is here the dividing line, it is Pothwari, a form of the North-Eastern dialect of

Lahnda, and doe$ not now concern us. Further south it is known a?* Jatatardl Bolt, or

Bdrdl Boll, and resembles the dialect of the Shahpur Ddab.

The estimated number of speakers of this Standard form of Lahnda is as follows :

—

Shahpur ,..,... 447,000

Jhang and Ljallpnr ... ,..••... 433,832

Montgomery ...... *..... 204,995

Gujranwala 275,000

Gnji-at 147,000

Total . 1,507,827

OMttfi

We now come to the Multani sub-dialeGt of the Southern dialect of Lahnda. This

is spoken in the Districts of Mnltan, Muzaffargarh, Bera

Ghazi £han, in the north of the State of Bahawalpur, and

by nutnerous immigrants in Sind. Multani is well-kHtwyn, owing to its haTicg been

described in Mr. 0*Brien*8 Glossary. In Mnlten it is spoken over the whole district.
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except in tractSt such as the Sidhmai Canal area, where immigrants from the Panjab

have settled. The dialect of North Bnhawalpur is the same as that of Multan and is

locally known as Bahawalpuri. In Miizaffargarh, ilultanl is locally known as Hindi,

Hindki, or Ja^kL It closely resembles the dialect of Multan except that in the north-

east, on the bank of the riTer Chinab, adjoining Jhang District, it more nearly resembles

the Chinawaii of Jhang, and is known as Chinhawarl,

Across the Indus from MumfFargarh lies the District of Dera Ghazi Khan, the

principal languages of which ai'e Baloohi, spoken by the Bal6ches, and Lahnda. The

latter is locally known as Hindi, Hindki, Jatki, or DerawaL Tlie Baloches call it

.laghdali. It r^embles Multani, but is much, influenced by the neighbouring SindhI

spoken to its south.

The local name of Upper Sind is SirO, and the language of the country is a form of

SindhI known as Siriiki, or • Up-country' SindhI. All over

the Siro and, diminishing in number as we go south, also

over <he rest of Sind, there are numerous immigrants whose native language is Lahnda,

The farm of Lahnda spoken by them most nearly resembles the Hindki of Mu7.affargarh,

and is also known as * Siriik! ' or the • Up-country language/ In order to distinguish

it from the Siraiki form of Sindh! it is called Siriiki Hindki in the following pages.

Finally, in this connexion we may mention KhStrani and Jaflri, two cognate dia-

lects spoken by independent tribes living beyond our border

m the Sulaiman Bange. Their language is a mixed one.

Its babis resembles the Hindki of Dera Ghazi Khan, but it also shows undoubted points

of connexion not only with Balochi, but also with the Dardic languages spoken far

to the north below the Hindii Kush.

Multani and its cognate sub-dialects differ from the Standard of the Shalipur Doab

mainly in pronunciation. It often employs the peculiar doubled consonants of Sindhi,

and at the same time is almost as foi\d of cerebralizing a dental d as the Tiiali dialect

shortly to be mentioned. The vowels d and a of the Doab have disappeared, and. have

become a and e, respectively. There are also differences of vocabidary.

The number of speakers of the various forms of Multani has been estimated as

follows :

—

Multan 53I.B38

Balia%valpiir 458,000

Muzaffargarh 720,000

Dera Gliazi Khan 862,270

Siraiki Hindki of Sind 104,875

Total . 2,176,983

The number of speakers of Khetrani and Jafiri is put do^na at 14,581.

The sandy desert west of the river Jehlam is known as the Thai. It has the Indus

to its west and extends from the Salt Range on the north
^^**'

to the District of Muzafifargarh on the south. It includes

parts of the Districts of Mianwall, Jhelum (Jehlam), Shahpur, Jhang, and the north of

Muzaiiargarh. lu Muzafifargarh the language is the Multani form of Lahnda. Orer
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the rest of the Thai it is called Tbali, and yaries Tery little from place to place. Thali
has crossed the Indus, and is also spoken in the Districts of Dera Ismail Khan and
Bannu. In the last named district the main language is Pasltito, and Thali is only
spoken by some 33,000 Hindus scattered orer the coimtry. The main difference between
Thali and the Standard Southern Lahnda of the Shahpur Boab is the frequent substitu-

tion of a cerebral for a dental d. There are also differences of grammar and vocabulary.
Thali has other names, varying according to locality. Over the whole area it is called

Jatki. In'Dera Ismail Khan it is sometimes called Hindki and sometimes Perawal, the
latter being considered to represent the more polished form of the speech. In Mianwali
and Bannu it is called Hindko and Mulki, and in Jhang Thalochri.

The following is the estimated number of speakers of Thali :

—

Mianwali 400,000
Jhelum ..•.,. 131,562
Shahpar , 21,000
Ji»ang , . . . 2,948
Dera Ismail Klian . , , , , . .

"
, . . , 170,000

Baimu 83,700

Total . 759,210

Although, in the later pages of this volume, the North-Eastern dialect is, for prac-

i., .^ %« . r>. . .
*i^ reasons, considered before the North-Western, it will

Nortn-Western Dialect. '

here be most convenient to deal with the latter first. North-

western Lahnda begins in the middle of the Salt Eange, having the Thali (Southern

Lahnda) of Jhelum immediately to its south. In the Salt Range, immediately to its

east and west it has dialects of the North-Eastern Group which it separates like a

wedge. It extends northwards through Western Jhelum, where it is called Dhanni into

the eastern part of the Attock District. Thence it spreads over North Attock into the

Hazara District of which it is the main language, and also westwards over Peshawar,

where the main langu%e
.
is Pashtu, and where it is spoken only by scattered Hindus*

In East Attock it is called Sawain. Elsewhere it is generally known as HindkO or

Hindki, but the dialect of Peshawar City is called Peshawar!, while the Tinawai*tribe in

Hazara has a special variety of its own called Tinauli.

The North-Western dialect possesses all the appearances of a mixed form of speech,

partly agreeing with Southern Lahndsi, and partly with JNorth-Eastern Lahnda. Thus it

forms its genitive by adding da, asin the south, but the oblique, form singular .of mas-

culine nouns ending in a consonant is formed by adding <?, as in the North-Eastern dia

lect. In vocabulary, also, it often agrees with the North-Eastern dialect, when tlie

latter differs from the Southern, In some respects its vocabulary is independent of both.

Thus the verb Ho go ' is wafiu^ in the south, gachhpa in the north-east, but jam in

the north-west.

The following is the estimated number of speakers of North-Western Lahnda :—
Jhelum 201,082
Attock—

Sawain ...... ... 106,010

Hindka .....,..,. 82,04.1

i—

^

188,051

Cam©d over . . . . 389,133
VnV XTTTV *• * T»— »

ft I
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Broaght forwani , 380,133
Peshawfti*

—

(Hindko and PSshliwail) . . . ^ . 129 OOO
Hazara

—

mm\k6 808,867

Tin&ali ... ... 54,425

363,292

Total • 881,425

The proper home of the North-Eastern dialect of LahncU is the eastern third of the

Salt Kan^e and the Pothwar plain. The latter consists of
North-Eastern Dialect . ^

^
, . - V.. j . i « -rt % , ,

the eastern part of the District of Jhelum and the plains

portion of the District of Rawalpindi. From here it extends northwards into the

Murree Ilills of the latter district, taking in at the same time a small tract on the east

of the neighbomnng District of Hazara, inhabited by Dhunds and Kairals. It then

covers the Chibhal country or outer hill region of Kashmir between the riyers Chenab

and Jehlam, including the Jagir of Punch. It also covers the Jehlam valley in

Kashmir between Muzaffarabad and Uri, and, according to Drew, the greater part of

the valley of the Kishanganga, up from where it joins the Jehlam art Muzaffarabad.

No specimens have been received from the Kishanganga valley, and we must content

ourselves with Drew's authority. For the rest of the tract above mentioned plentiful

materials are available, and there is no doubt about all the local dialects being various

forms of North-Eastern Lahnda.

North-Easfcern Lahnda has several names, often based on the names of the tribes

whieli use some particular form, and not always connoting special dialectic differences.

The form spoken in the Pothwar tract is always known as Pothwarl. That of the

Hurree Hills is simply called Pahari or the Hill Language. The speech of the Dhunds

and Kairals is called either Dhundi or Kairali, according to the tribe of the speakers, but

it is practically the same as the Pahaii just mentioned. The Chibhal country is named

from the Chibh tribe which is here important, and the local dialect is called Chibhali,

In Punch, where the language is much affected by the neighbouring Kadimiri, the

dialect is called Punchi.

So far we have traced North-Eastern Lahnda in its proper direction to the north-

east. On its west, as the map will show, it has, throughout, some form of North-Western

Lahnda. In the Salt Eange, where it has the Dhanni North-Western dialect to its

west, in the west of the Pind Dadan Khan Tahsil of Jhelum, it re-appears again in the

western third of the range in the north of the District of Shahpur. The Salt Range

has, therefore, North-Eastern Lahnda at each end, and North-Western Lahnda in its

centre.

The North-Eastern Lahnda at the Shahpur, or %vestern, end of the Salt Range is

due to the presence of Awags, Sir James Wilson claims their form of speech as the

Salt-Range dialect par excellence. The Awans have spread over the south of the

District of Attook, where their dialect is called Awankarl, and across the Indus into

Kohat, where it is spoken by Hindus and Awans scattered amongst the Pashto-speaking

Pathan population. Here the Lahnda is called by various names, such as Awanki,

Awankari, Hindkl, HindkO, and Kohat! The first two represent the dialect as spoken
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by Awans, the third and fourth, the same dialect as spoken by Hindus, while Kohati is

the general name of the dialect throughout the district.

Finally, North-Eastern Lahnda has spread further north in Attock over the Pindi

Gheb TahsU in the centre of the district. Here it is known as GhebL

We thus see that North-Eastern Lahnda is spoken in two distinct tracts, separated

from each other by the North-Western dialect. There is, first, the true North-Eastern

dialect of the north-east, and there is, secondly, an overflow to the west covering the

north of Shahpur, the south and centre of Attock, and crossing the Indus into Kohat.

The dialects of the two tracts are very similar. They differ mainly in vocabulary, the

Western dialects showing a tendency, to agree with the neighbouring Southern dialect.

For instance they use the southern word vauu^ for * to go,* while the true North-

Eastern dialects all have gachhnd.

The North-Eastern^ dialect of Lahnda differs from the Southern dialect in several

important particulars. There are wide differences of vocabulary. A list of a number

of words peculiar to the north-east is given in the section dealing with the dialect.

Some of these are actual shibboleths. Such are gachhnd ^ to go ; achh^^a^ to come. These

are peculiar to the north-east, the south having vanun and dwun^ and the north-west

jSm and d^d, respectively. Another shibboleth is the words for ' my ' and * thy.' In

the north-east they are madd and tadd^ while in the south they are merd and terd.

In Grammar, very noticeable is the frequent change of « to A, as in the root hag^

for mk^ to be able. Again, in the south and the north-west the postposition of the

genitive is da^ but in the north-east It is na. Similarly the terminations of the present

participle are da and nd^ respectively. In the declension of nouns, masculine nouns

ending in a consonant of the Southern dialect are unchanged in the oblique singular.

Thus, ghar-dd^ of a house. But in the North-Eastern dialect, with which in this

particular the North-Western dialect agrees, the oblique singular adds the letter e ; thus,

ghare-nd (North-Western ghare^dd), of a house. Feminine nouns ending in a consonant

similarly add I in the north, but not in the south. These are the most striking points

of difference between the North-Eastern and Southern dialects. Others will be found

noted in the sections referring to them.

The following is the estimated number of speakers of North-Eastern Lahnda :

—

True Norfch-Eastem Dialects

—

Pothwari US4oa2
Paharl (mcluding Dhundl) ..... 87,777

Kashmir dialects ....... 7A 1,4:0 7

1,513,546

North-Eastern Dialects of the western tract

—

Western Salt Eange (Shahpur) ..... 25,000
Awa^karl (Attock and Kohat) ... . 123.901

Ghebl (Attock) ....... 1)0,308

230,209

Total . 1,752.755

* Thwe remarks apply pcrticfllarly to the true North-Easteni dialects. The Nortb-Eastmi diHli?ct* of the^^wcatern
tract imi described sometimea show more points of ugroemeat with the languagt^ of tbe uouth,

VOL. Vlir, FAUT 1. 2 I }
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We are not in a position to give the number of speakers of Lahnda outside their

proper home. Outside the Pafijab they are everywhere

confused with speakers of the Pafijabi. Prom the above

figures we see that the number of speakers of Lahnda in its proper home, as estimated

for this Survey on the figures of the Census of 1891, is :

—

Soutliem Dialect

—

' Standard , .
' 1,507,827

Mmltani 2,176,983

Khetranl and Jafiri ... .... 14,581

Thali 759,210
4,458,601

Nortii-Westera Dialect ........ 881,425

ITorth-Eastern Dialect-

True North-Eastera . 1,513,546

Western Snb-Groiip ........ 239,209
1,752,755

Total , 7,092,781

The total figures for Lahnda in the Census of 1911 were 4,779,138. But these

cannot be compared with the ahore figures, as in many cases, for census purposes it

is impossible to distinguish between Lahnda and PaSjabi. As already stated there is a

large area oTcr which it is debatable which of these two languages is spoken.

The following, so far as I have been able to collect them, are the works which deal

Authorities. with Lahnda :

—

Bateb, TsiOPHilitJS SiEGfBiEP,

—

Histona Begni Ormcorum BactrianL Petix>poli, 1788. On p. llSff.

are given the numerals up to 10, viz., 1, hehu ; 2, ddhu ; 3, tray ; 4, tgjar ; 5, fangj ; 6, t$che;

7, Uatte i 8, aadgj ; 9, nao ; 10, ndga, Bayer says that he got these words from a native of

\ Multan. So far as I am aware this is the first attempt made in Europe to record any words in

Lahnda. See the nest.

VhlitS, Io. IjVDOVICVS,—Thesauri Epistolid LaCroztani: Ex Bibliotheca lordaniana edidit Jo,

Lvdovicvs Vhlivn, Lipsiee, 1742. This is a collection of letters written by, and addressed to,

Maturin Veyssiere La Croze, the famous librarian of Berlin. On p. 58 of Vol. I, Theophilus

Siegfried Bayer sends to La Croze a collection of the first four numerals in various languages.

Those for the ' Mogulenses Indi* are,—1, MrM ; 2, guu ; % tray ; 4^ Tzahr. These are not

so correct as those given in the preceding entry.

Adeltjkg, J. C,

—

MUhridaies oder allgemeine Bprachenkunde mit dem Vater Timer in hey nahe

funfliundert Sprachen und Mundarten. Berlin, 180C-1817. Account of Mfiltanl on Vol. I, pp.

196 and 244.

The Holy Bible . . . translated from the Originals into th4i MooUan Language by the Serampore

Missionaries. Vol. 11, containing the New Testament. Sei-ampore, 1819.

P[rinsep], J.,—Note on A Grammar of the Sindhi language^ dedicated to the Right Honourahle Sir Robert

Qrant, Governor of Bombay. By W. H. Wathen, Esq., with Plate showing the Mdrwap,

Multani or Sarai, and Sindhi or Khudawddi Alphabets. Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Vol. VI (1837), pp. 347ff.

BuKTOK, Lieut. (Sir R. F.),—A Grammar of the JdtaH or Belochhi Dialect, Journal of the Bombay

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. Ill (1849, 50, 51), pp. 84 and ff. This is a very full

grammar. Burton identifies ' Jataki ' with * Siraiki Sindhi.*

Cajipbell, Sir G., K.CS.I.,—Specimens of the Languages of India^ including those of the Aboriginal

Tribes of Bengal, the Central J'rovinccs and the Eastern Frontier, Calcutta, 1874. Specimens

of Punjabee of Moolian on pp. 24ff.

Wace, K. G.,—Report of the land Revenue Settlement of the Eazara District of the Punjahj etc. Lahore,

187C, p. 74.

Fryer, Sir F, W. R.,

—

Final report on the ............. Settlement of

ihe Dera Qhati Khan District ^ in the Derajat division, etc. Lahore, 1876, Glossary, pp. ri-x.
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"PcEaiB, W. E.,—JB^pori on the .......... Land Meveme Settlement of the

Montgomery District in the Mooltan Division of the Punjaht etc. Lahore, 1878. Appendix I,

Glossary.

Hastings, E. G. G.,—Bcpor^ of the Settlement of the Pethawur district

of the Punjab. Lahore, 1878. Appendix 0. Glossary.

Thorbobh, S. S.,—Report on the Land Revenue Settlement of the Bannu District, etc. Lahore, 1879,

p. 52. Appendix 15, Glossary.

O'Briin, E,,—Glossary of the Multani Language, compared with Punjabi and Sindhi, Lahore, 1881*
Glossary of the Multani Language or (South-Western Panjabi) by E. O'Brien, I.C.S.,

revised by J. Wilsdn, I.C.S., and Pandit Hari Kishen Kanl. Lahore,, 1903. (A revised

and re-arranged edition of the preceding).

„ „ ^Report on the » , , , Settlement of the Muzafargarh District, etc. Lahore,

1882.

Steedman, E. B.,—Report on the . . . , Settlement of the Jhang District. Lahore, 1882. Appen-
dix 6, Glossary. Appendix 7, ProTorbs.

Thoenton, Thomas H., C.S.I., D.C.L.,—^T^e Vernacular Literature and Folklore of the Panjdb, Journal
of the Boyal Asiatic Society, 1885. Specimens of Jatki or Multani on p. 405.

TiSDATL, The Rev. William St. Claie,—A Simplified Grammar and Reading Book of the Pafljahi

Language. London, 1889. Appendix C, Notes on the Lahinda Dialect. These illuBtrate tlie

Panjab! of the country west of Lahore, and merging into Lahnda. It mentions the «-lutimy

but not the passive.

HOBERTSON, P. A.,^

—

Final Report of the , , , . ^ . ^ , . Settlement of the RawalpinM
District, Lahore, 1893. Appendix 4, Agricultural Proverbs.

O'DwYER, M. F.,

—

Final Report on the • ^ . » * , » Settlement of Oujranwala Distriei,

Lahore, 1894. Appendix P, Glossary.

Wilson, (Sir) James (K.0.S,I.),—Final Report on the , . , ^ , Settlement of the Shahpm
District in the Punjab, etc* Lahore, 1894. App. 10, Glossary.

„ „ —Gazetteer of the Shahpur District, Lahore, 1897. P. 89.

, „ —Grammar and Dictionary of Western Panjabi, as spoken ttt the ShaJ^
pur District with Proverbs, Sayings and Verses. Lahore, 18&9.

BOMEOBP, The Rev. Trevor,—Rough Notes on the Grammar of the Language spoken in the Western

Paiijab, Journal of the Asiatao Society of Bengal, Vol. XLIV, Part I

(1895), pp. 290flF.

„ „ —Pronominal Adjuncts in the Language spoken in the Western and Southern

Parts of the Panjab, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XLVI,

Part I (1897), pp. 146ff.

Maolagan, E.,—Notes on Western PanjSbi collected by B. M, Lahore, 1900.

Jukes, A,,^^Dictionary of the Jatki or Western Panjdbi Language, Lahore and London, 1900.

Boss, H. A,,

—

Two Panjabi Love Songs in the Dialect of the Lahnda, or Western Panjab, by Jindan (with

some notes by Dr. G, A* Grierson, OJ,B,), Indian Antiquary, Vol. xxxv (1906), p. 333.

Skemp, F. W.,—Multani Stories. Collected and translated by F. W. S. Lahore, 1917.
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